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The Selected Poems of Tu Fu 1989 for over a millennium chinese literati have almost unanimously considered tu fu
712 770 a d to be their greatest poet
Selected Poems of Du Fu 2003-03-17 du fu 712 777 has been called china s greatest poet and some call him the
greatest nonepic nondramatic poet whose writings survive in any language du fu excelled in a great variety of
poetic forms showing a richness of language ranging from elegant to colloquial from allusive to direct his
impressive breadth of subject matter includes intimate personal detail as well as a great deal of historical
information which earned him the epithet poet historian some 1 400 of du fu s poems survive today his fame resting
on about one hundred that have been widely admired over the centuries preeminent translator burton watson has
selected 127 poems including those for which du fu is best remembered and lesser known works
A Little Primer of Tu Fu 2016-06-21 the deepest and most varied of the tang dynasty poets tu fu du fu is in the
words of david hinton the first complete poetic sensibility in chinese literature tu fu merged the public and the
private often in the same poem as his subjects ranged from the horrors of war to the delights of friendship from
closely observed landscapes to remembered dreams from the evocation of historical moments to a wry lament over his
own thinning hair although tu fu has been translated often and often brilliantly david hawkes s classic study
first published in 1967 is the only book that demonstrates in depth how his poems were written hawkes presents
thirty five poems in the original chinese with a pinyin transliteration a character by character translation and a
commentary on the subject the form the historical background and the individual lines there is no other book quite
like it for any language a nuts and bolts account of how chinese poems in general and specifically the poems of
one of the world s greatest poets are constructed it s an irresistible challenge for readers to invent their own
translations
Du Fu 2013-08-21 du fu 712 770 is one of the undisputed geniuses of chinese poetry still universally admired and
read thirteen centuries after his death now david young author of black lab and well known as a translator of
chinese poets gives us a sparkling new translation of du fu s verse arranged to give us a tour of the life each
chapter of poems preceded by an introductory paragraph that situates us in place time and circumstance what
emerges is a portrait of a modest yet great artist an ordinary man moving and adjusting as he must in troubled
times while creating a startling timeless body of work du fu wrote poems that engaged his contemporaries and
widened the path of the lyric poet as his society one of the world s great civilizations slipped from a golden age
into chaos he wrote of the uncertain course of empire the misfortunes and pleasures of his own family the hard
lives of ordinary people the changing seasons and the lives of creatures who shared his environment as the poet
chases chickens around the yard observes tear streaks on his wife s cheek or receives a gift of some shallots from
a neighbor young s rendering brings du fu s voice naturally and elegantly to life i sing what comes to me in ways
both old and modern my only audience right now nearby bushes and trees elegant houses stand in an elegant row too
many if my heart turns to ashes then that s all right with me from meandering river
Tu Fu 2004-12-01 this volume is published in commemoration of the 1 250th birthday of tu fu one of china s



greatest poets who lived in the tang dynasty 618 907 a d tu fu was a contemporary and equal of li po widely known
in the west in the minds of many chinese people he is even greater both glorified their days the golden age of
classical chinese poetry with writings of unmatched brilliance it was a lime of great turmoil a time when the tang
rule was declining and wars of aggression swept the country tu fu born of an intelligentsia family sank to the
lowest rung of the social ladder he shared the lot of the common folk and therefore had a deep insight into the
calamities and sufferings in which they were involved he hated wars of aggression and longed for peace he made his
poetry a vehicle for the expression of his sympathy for the people as well as a faithful account of his own
tragedy his poems have been cherished with ever growing admiration in 1962 tu fu was commemorated as one of the
world s cultural giants feng chih the compiler of this book is a professor of peking university and the
outstanding specialist on tu fu s works his other collection of tu fu s works containing 264 poems is popular
reading among chinese lovers of poetry the translator rewi alley himself a poet from new zealand has been in china
for more than thirty years he has travelled widely in northwestern and southwestern china and has personally seen
the mountains rivers cities and countryside mentioned by tu fu he is most qualified for the translation of tu fu s
poems the present volume contains 140 of tu fu s poems written at various periods of his life some of them already
widely read additional features include the reproductions of the rubbing of a stone carving of tu fu s portrait
facsimiles of tu fu s works printed in the sung and yuan dynasties and paintings inspired by the poems
Poems 2015-07-30 li po ad 701 62 and tu fu ad 712 70 were devoted friends who are traditionally considered to be
among china s greatest poets li po a legendary carouser was an itinerant poet whose writing often dream poems or
spirit journeys soars to sublime heights in its descriptions of natural scenes and powerful emotions his sheer
escapism and joy is balanced by tu fu who expresses the confucian virtues of humanity and humility in more
autobiographical works that are imbued with great compassion and earthy reality and shot through with humour
together these two poets of the t ang dynasty complement each other so well that they often came to be spoken of
as one li tu who covers the whole spectrum of human life experience and feeling
Tu Fu, China's Greatest Poet 1969 the text includes selections from tu fu s poems translated by the author into
english free verse
Reconsidering Tu Fu 2006-11-02 this work studies one of china s greatest poets tu fu as both cultural icon and
literary genius
The Poetry of Du Fu 2015-11-13 the complete poetry of du fu presents a complete scholarly translation of chinese
literature alongside the original text in a critical edition the english translation is more scholarly than
vernacular chinese translations and it is compelled to address problems that even the best traditional
commentaries overlook the main body of the text is a facing page translation and critical edition of the earliest
song editions and other sources for convenience the translations are arranged following the sequence in qiu zhao
an s du shi xiangzhu although qiu s text is not followed basic footnotes are included when the translation needs
clarification or supplement endnotes provide sources textual notes and a limited discussion of problem passages a



supplement references commonly used allusions their sources and where they can be found in the translation
scholars know that there is scarcely a du fu poem whose interpretation is uncontested the scholar may use this as
a baseline to agree or disagree other readers can feel confident that this is a credible reading of the text
within the tradition a reader with a basic understanding of the language of chinese poetry can use this to
facilitate reading du fu which can present problems for even the most learned reader
The Selected Poems of Tu Fu: Expanded and Newly Translated by David Hinton 2020-03-03 a new and substantially
expanded version of hinton s landmark translation of tu fu published on the thirtieth anniversary of that original
edition a newly translated and substantially expanded version of hinton s landmark tu fu published on the
thirtieth anniversary of the original edition tu fu 712 770 c e has for a millennium been widely considered the
greatest poet in the chinese tradition and hinton s original translation played a key role in developing that
reputation in america most of tu fu s best poems were written in the last decade of his life as an impoverished
refugee fleeing the devastation of civil war in the midst of these challenges his always personal poems manage to
combine a remarkable range of possibilities elegant simplicity and great complexity everyday life and grand
historical drama private philosophical depth and social engagement in a world consumed by war through it all his
is a wisdom that can only be called elemental and his poems sound remarkably contemporary leaving the city it s
bone bitter cold and late and falling frost traces my gaze all bottomless skies smoke trails out over distant salt
mines snow covered peaks slant shadows east armies haunt my homeland still and war drums throb in this far off
place a guest overnight here in this river city i return again to shrieking crows my old friends
Tu Fu Poems 1996 du fu 712 770 is one of the undisputed geniuses of chinese poetry still universally admired and
read thirteen centuries after his death now david young author of black lab and well known as a translator of
chinese poets gives us a sparkling new translation of du fu s verse arranged to give us a tour of the life each
chapter of poems preceded by an introductory paragraph that situates us in place time and circumstance what
emerges is a portrait of a modest yet great artist an ordinary man moving and adjusting as he must in troubled
times while creating a startling timeless body of work du fu wrote poems that engaged his contemporaries and
widened the path of the lyric poet as his society one of the world s great civilizations slipped from a golden age
into chaos he wrote of the uncertain course of empire the misfortunes and pleasures of his own family the hard
lives of ordinary people the changing seasons and the lives of creatures who shared his environment as the poet
chases chickens around the yard observes tear streaks on his wife s cheek or receives a gift of some shallots from
a neighbor young s rendering brings du fu s voice naturally and elegantly to life i sing what comes to me in ways
both old and modern my only audience right now nearby bushes and trees elegant houses stand in an elegant row too
many if my heart turns to ashes then that s all right with me from meandering river
Du Fu 2008-11-04 provides in depth analysis of the life works career and critical importance of tu fu
Tu Fu 1971 du fu chinese poet with poet laureate jean elizabeth ward paying an homage to with her responses to his
poetry a dozen illustrations by the poet are within this charming book first in a series with her paying an homage



to li bai wang wei li he or ho po chu i tang an homage to and perhaps a few others not a translation but poems
inspired by or paying an homage to by an american woman poet one chapter dedicated to the exquisite translations
of florence wheelock ayscough mcnair
A Supplementary Volume of Notes for Tu Fu: China's Greatest Poet 1952 in the reception of du fu 712 770 and his
poetry in imperial chinat ji hao offers a general picture of the reception of du fu from the song to the qing and
explores major shifts in interpretive approaches to du fu s poetry and their poetic and cultural implications
Du Fu: an Homage To 2008-03-22 this is a bilingual book containing the poems of du fu in both mandarin and english
ideal for language students asia enthusiasts or readers who just want to get closer to the original material
explore these masterpieces of poetry in two languages du fu 712 770 is widely regarded as one of the greatest
eastern poets as china s poet historian he brings to life the world of ancient china and the flourishing culture
of the tang dynasty volume i contains a selection of poems from 750 759 a d
The Reception of Du Fu (712-770) and His Poetry in Imperial China 2017-05-08 poetry a lovely bilingual edition of
the 8th century chinese poets li bai and du fu translated by keith holyoak with calligraphy by hung hsiang chou
holyoak s clarity carries the profundity and complexity of the chinese culture not dissimilar to our own the wine
keeps flowing the moon keeps watch london magazine keith holyoak has succeeded in producing translations of
chinese poetry that achieve high literary excellence while conveying a real sense of the musicality of the
originals johanthan chaves
Poems of Dufu 2016-12-13 this is a bilingual book containing the poems of du fu in both mandarin and english it is
volume ii with a selection of poems from 760 770 a d ideal for language students asia enthusiasts or readers who
just want to get closer to the original material explore these masterpieces of poetry in two languages du fu 712
770 is widely regarded as one of the greatest eastern poets as china s poet historian he brings to life the world
of ancient china and the flourishing culture of the tang dynasty
Du Fu Shi Ying Yi Yi Bai Wu Shi Shou 1985 mccraw enables the reader of english to approximate the experience of
encountering the peerless lyricist s poems in chinese sino platonic papers this is a remarkable labor of love from
an enthusiastic admirer of du fu and should be recommended to all lovers of chinese poetry china review
international spring 1996
Facing the Moon 2007 tang dynasty ad618 907 is one of most powerful and prosperous dynasties in chinese history it
is also a great era of cultural development the prosperity of poems is the most distinctive feature of tang
dynasty it is closely associated with the government officials admission examination of the dynasty as the skill
of writing poems is a necessary subject of such examination so the big poets such as li bai du fu and bai juyi etc
are also government officials their works reflect their thoughts and feeling on official careers and real life due
to the economic prosperity the ordinary people also have spare time and interest in writing poems their works are
more close to real life and more natural the poems of tang dynasty showcase all respects of social life of the
dynasty by reading these poems you will have a better understanding of the character and spirit of the chinese



Poems of Du Fu 2017-03-24 journey through ancient china s poetic landscapes with the selected poems of du fu
discover the timeless wisdom and profound insights of one of china s most revered poets from love and loss to the
passage of time du fu s verses resonate with clarity and grace this meticulously curated collection offers a
glimpse into the heart of classical chinese literature inviting readers to explore the beauty and depth of du fu s
enduring legacy
Du Shi Xuan Yi 1985 本书收入 望岳 房兵曹胡马 赠卫八处士 蜀相 梦李白二首 登岳阳楼 等一百余首杜甫的诗
Tu Fu 1990-12-01 this is the first collection of essays in english contributed by well known experts of chinese
literature as well as scholars of a younger generation dedicated to the poetry of du fu commonly regarded as the
greatest chinese poet these essays are engaged in historically nuanced close reading of du fu s poems both
canonical and less known from new angles and in various contexts and discuss a series of critical issues including
the local and the imperial the body politic and the individual body poetry and geography perspectives on the
complicated relation of religion and literature materiality and contemporary reception of du fu poetry and visual
art and tradition and modernity many of the poems discussed in this book were written in the backwater town of
kuizhou far from du fu s earlier residence in the capital city chang an at a time when the tang dynasty was going
through devastating social and political disturbances the authors contend that du fu s isolation from the elite
literary establishments allowed him to become a pioneer who introduced a new order to the chinese poetic discourse
however his attention to details in everyday reality his preoccupation with domestic life and the larger issues
embroiled in it his humor and his ability to surprise tend to be obscured by the clichéd image of the poet sage
and poet historian an image this collection of essays successfully complicates the scholarship that went into this
collection of essays is extremely solid and fills an important gap in the study of china s greatest poet du fu the
convincing and compelling collection of articles from distinguished scholars rereads du fu from fresh and
different perspectives and informs the reader about the amazing power of intertextuality kang i sun chang yale
university this rich and multilayered collection of essays about du fu all written by major scholars presents
research of the highest quality and originality that succeeds most impressively in enriching and deepening our
knowledge and appreciation of this great poet this volume has the potential to engender a new stage of du fu
studies antje richter university of colorado boulder
Du Fu's Laments from the South 1992-11-01 five great poets of the t ang dynasty eighth and ninth centuries a d are
represented in this collection wang wei li po tu fu li ho and li shang yin each poet is introduced by the
translator and represented by a selection that spans the poet s development and career these constitute some of
the greatest lyric poems ever written
Facing the Snow 1988 po chu i 772 846 c e is the quintessential chinese poet for although clear thought and depth
of wisdom inform the work of all major chinese poets as opposed to the complexity and virtuosity often valued in
the west po makes clarity itself his particular vision
杜甫诗选 1985 this book combines fiction and fact in telling the story of a chinese immigrant to america around 2008



it reads like a novel yet is poetry tu fu left his world in larry smith s fine narrative he reappears in present
day cleveland we see america through his eyes through his contemplative heart hope loss friendship love the old
quarrel with the world travel with him open your chest learn maj ragain author of twist the axe
Sand Gull Vol. 1 2020-02-24 returning to a chinese tradition that locates poetry at the heart of education li bai
du fu an advanced reader of chinese language and literature offers an innovative approach to studying the writings
of china s most revered classical poets twenty six poems of li and du in the original classical chinese are
accompanied by a short essay of analysis and appreciation in contemporary chinese to encourage students to
assimilate the subtleties of both contemporary and classical chinese language also available are biographical and
historical background in both chinese and english exercises in translation and comprehension and indexed
vocabulary
Starting from Tu Fu 2019-11
Selected 300 Poems of Chinese Tang Dynasty 2016-08-07
The Selected Poems Of Du FU 1962
Du Fu Selected Poems 2016
Du Fu, Selected Poems 2001
杜甫诗选 2020-06-23
Reading Du Fu 1990
Five Tʻang Poets 1999
The Selected Poems of Po Chü-I 1980
Wang Wei, Li Po, Tu Fu, Li Ho 1934
Tu Fu, the Autobiography of a Chinese Poet, A.D. 712-770 2018
Tu Fu Comes to America 2008
李白與杜甫 1952
Tu Fu, China's Greatest Poet
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